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Introduction 
 
In 2008, the National Association of Conservation Districts (NACD) concluded that market-based 
engagement opportunities for conservation districts could be important additions to existing district 
strategies and initiatives and help highlight and assign economic value to the ecological services 
that well-managed farmland provides (NACD 2008). Conservation districts continue to help develop 
these market frameworks and are actively recruiting farmers to participate in these markets as 
credit generators. In some cases, districts also help producers design, place and implement best 
management practices to generate credits for sale, while in others; they confirm the baseline status 
of farms and/or verify and monitor practices to validate those credits. 

To further advance understanding of these environmental markets, NACD and American Farmland 
Trust (AFT) joined forces to review and draw lessons from current district involvement in a 
particular ecosystem service market: water quality trading (WQT). In September 2015, the USDA 
Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) awarded a two-year Conservation Innovation 
Grant to NACD and AFT (titled Enlisting Conservation Districts to Accelerate Participation 
in Environmental Markets) to engage and empower conservation districts to participate in 
environmental markets by developing this booklet and widely disseminating its findings. 

The level of district involvement in emerging markets varies considerably. The core competencies 
of conservation districts have helped them take on review, outreach, technical support and/or 
administrative roles in these markets. Review-based roles include site screening, initial project 
review and on-going project review. Technical support-based roles include calculating credits and 
providing technical assistance to farmers. Outreach-based roles include educating the public through 
newsletters, social media, websites and meetings, and engaging with farmers to help them decide 
whether to participate. Administrative activities include developing a water quality trading program 
and verifying and/or certifying credits. 

The NACD-AFT case studies captured in the handbook show that districts derive benefits from 
their involvement in environmental markets, particularly when that involvement helps to strengthen 
dialogue among other districts and partnering organizations. The conservation districts that 
participated in the case studies also advised other districts:

1. Against pursuing markets as a revenue generator, seeing them more as a partnership to provide 
local benefits to multiple stakeholders; and

2. To view any trading income to farmers as a supplemental source of revenue to help demonstrate 
that “conservation pays.” 

Some of the districts profiled in the case studies indicated they were most comfortable in roles that 
included direct contact with producers (i.e. implementing projects and monitoring and verifying 
them). Several others also cautioned that WQT could be a “time sink” for districts not equipped to 
handle an influx of paperwork.
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In addition to the case studies, the handbook provides a checklist and guidance for conservation 
districts interested in water quality trading and other environmental markets. These tools are meant 
to help districts develop a business plan for such programs.

The case studies and the checklist/guidance are included as appendices in the full handbook and are 
also available as stand-alone documents on the AFT and NACD web sites.
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CASE STUDY:  
Laguna Water Quality Trading Project, California 

Sonoma County Resource Conservation District Valerie Minton, Program Director 

Details

The Laguna WQT project was the first market 
of its kind in California. The program was 
distinctive because it incorporated a zero-
discharge permit and the ability to bank credits. 
It was also one of the first wastewater credit 
trading programs in California. The initial credits 
were used following heavy rainfall in recent 
years. Under a 2012 USDA Natural Resources 
Conservation Service (NRCS) Conservation 
Innovation Grant, the wastewater treatment 
plant in Santa Rosa was given opportunity to 
meet compliance goals with water quality offset 
credits. Santa Rosa is the largest metropolitan 
area on California’s north coast. The Sonoma1 and 
Gold Ridge Resource Conservation Districts, in collaboration with consultants, partners and local 
agricultural landowners/managers, undertook a three-year process to develop recommendations 
for water quality credit trading in the Laguna de Santa Rosa Watershed (a small watershed 
draining about 254 square miles). This is the largest freshwater wetlands complex on the northern 
California coast and the Laguna is the largest tributary of the Russian River. About one quarter of 
the watershed’s area has been designated “important farmland” by the California Department of 
Conservation. The resulting recommendations form a framework whereby point source dischargers 
(e.g., wastewater treatment plants or municipal stormwater systems) can meet pollution reduction 
needs by paying for quantifiable nonpoint source reductions voluntarily implemented elsewhere in 
the watershed (e.g. manure management projects or erosion control). 

The first phase of the project has been completed, but as of this report’s publishing, the California 
Environmental Protection Agency North Coast Regional Water Quality Control Board had proposed 
a new WQT project. According to a scoping document:

“North Coast Regional Water Quality Control Board (Regional Water Board) staff proposes to 
develop a new water quality trading (WQT) framework for the Laguna de Santa Rosa watershed, and 
to bring the framework to the Regional Water Board for approval by resolution in August 2017. . .”

“The new WQT framework proposed by staff is designed to achieve the following goals: 1) expand 
the use of WQT beyond the City of Santa Rosa to include the Town of Windsor; 2) test a set of new 
program elements that can be expanded to greater scale once the TMDLs are adopted; and 

1. The Sotoyome and Southern Sonoma RC&Ds were reorganized into the Sonoma RCD in July 2013. The Sonoma RCD covers 
919,000 acres or over 85 percent of Sonoma County.
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3) promote restoration actions that will improve the Laguna’s ability to assimilate the pollutants 
of concern.”

The project scoping/development period extends through May 2017 with a public draft release for 
public comment scheduled for mid-June through mid-July. A regional board hearing is tentatively set 
for December 13, 2017.

Advice

Don’t expect WQT to be a “silver bullet” that will fund all kinds of projects. We’ve found that it’s 
only cost-effective if the water quality issues can be easily and directly linked to a waterway (vs. for 
example an erosion feature that discharges away from a water body and then flows over land before it 
gets to the water body). Be open with participating landowners and upfront that the process may be 
complicated in terms of landowner agreements, verification and monitoring, potentially needing to do 
prevailing wage construction, etc. 

Engage agency partners early and often in the process of developing recommendations, but be 
more selective in how much you ask ag producers to be involved. We structured our three-year 

Conservation Innovation Grant project to have producer 
meetings as frequently as agency/non-profit meetings, but it 
quickly became apparent that they weren’t interested in the 
same level of detail and weren’t engaged enough to show up 
that frequently. Choose key update/decision points to engage 
the producers so that they don’t feel like you’re taking too 
much of their time. 

Setting up a framework and involving key stakeholders in 
this process can be critical. We did a couple of projects on 
the ground to meet water quality offset credits. Realizing 
how hard it was to generate credits, we have taken steps to 
develop a formalized market. The recommendations that 
came out of our projects are for what we see as a better, more 

functional system to generate water quality credits in the watershed. We involved the staff from the 
regulatory body, the Regional Water Board, throughout the project so they got to hear what everyone 
else was saying. They are now recommending the adoption of our framework for a credit program. 
However, there may still be opposition from environmental activists who oppose trading.

We established two advisory groups. The Project Advisory Committee was mainly agencies and 
non-profits that met roughly quarterly and had some web conferences in between. The Stakeholder 
Advisory Committee was mainly agricultural producers and commodity groups that met roughly 
quarterly, but skipped some meetings toward the end. Both were advisory bodies, not decision-
making. We tried to follow all recommendations, but in some cases the group couldn’t agree, and the 
Project Team (RCD and consultants) needed to make a decision. The learning curve for the advisory 
groups and our board members was huge. We got to a good level of understanding by the end of the 
discussions but because of the nature of the market (demand comes in fits and starts), it will be hard 
to keep people aware of it and remembering the details.

Setting up a framework and 

involving key stakeholders in 

this process can be critical. We 

did a couple of projects on the 

ground to meet water quality 

offset credits. Realizing how hard 

it was to generate credits, we 

have taken steps to develop a 

formalized market.
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District Roles

We think the most comfortable roles for 
districts will be implementing credit projects, 
perhaps verifying credit projects, and perhaps 
managing the credit tracking and accounting. 
We (Sonoma) decided there was a bigger 
role for us than just verification. We kept 
open the possibility of an RCD playing the 
role of administrator. Concerning technical 
assistance and verification by the same entity, 
we had discussions with a variety of people 
involved in development of the framework, 
and there weren’t any concerns about (both) 
administering and technical assistance. 

The verification process should start even 
before the work is done. You should be in touch during the process and be very clear that “This is 
what we’re going to be looking for. Do this.” Consultants would be capable of being verifiers. 

Implementing projects fits with what the RCD is already doing. Verifying fits partially, but there is a 
concern that, if a project is found to be sub-par, it could put the verifying RCD in an uncomfortable 
pseudo-enforcement role. Managing credit tracking and accounting could be a good fit because it 
puts the RCD in a coordination role that fits with the RCD’s role in the community, but it also could 
be an administrative burden. 

We don’t think districts would rely on WQT as the core of their business. We see it as an alternate 
funding mechanism to do the kind of conservation practices that are worthy. Ideally, markets are 
another way for us to fund that important work.

Did the Program Provide Additional Revenue to the District? 

The point-source discharger paid the RCD for development and implementation of projects, and the 
CIG paid for the RCD’s expenses to lead the three-year stakeholder process. After that, we passed 
it along to Regional Water Board staff. The market needs demand for credits, and the city of Santa 
Rosa, our main credit buyer in the short term, has met their demand. They are interested in banking 
for the future, but they are really interested in getting a bunch of credits for a good price. Right now 
they don’t need them. There’s no demand anywhere nearby. More significant demand will not likely 
occur until the current buyer’s credits start to term out, or until other point sources have similar 
permit compliance options. 

We’re excited that we’ve been part of a CIG and are looking for opportunities to be involved again.  
We remain in contact with city of Santa Rosa to help them develop more projects. For more 
information, see our recommendations on our web site. Also, visit our FAQs and Framework on the 
web. http://www.lagunawaterquality.org/

http://www.lagunawaterquality.org/
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Current Status of Market 

The project completed three trades: 

1. Sediment reduction on unpaved roads in a privately-owned nature preserve: Sediment was going 
into streams and had nutrients bound to it. From the trading perspective, they could quantify 
reductions in phosphorus (P) with resulting improvements in water quality and fisheries. This 
property is a nature preserve, privately owned. 

2. Organic dairy: Improved livestock crossing to avoid contact with surface water; reconfigured 
pasture and installed changes in fencing to keep a heavy use area away from the stream; and 
installed a concrete area to handle solids from manure ponds. The district provided technical 
assistance and worked with an engineer and consultant. They didn’t put a lot of emphasis on 
making sure they met NRCS standards, but in general were consistent with the standards.

3. Legacy dairy site that is no longer a dairy: The city paid to remove big manure ponds that were a 
threat to water quality.

The Regional Water Board staff is crafting updates to the Regional Board’s offset policy to mirror and 
build upon the recommendations that came out of the stakeholder process. 

Other Comments

We used expert consultants and read lots of articles and materials from other programs. When we 
were almost done with our project, a couple new resources became available—the National Network 
protocols and the Joint Regional recommendations. I would definitely rely more on those if they had 
been around earlier. 
  
The Sonoma RCD is now working on carbon farming and sequestration regionally. We use the term 
“carbon farming” intentionally. There is a tight coalition of five districts around the Bay area—Marin, 
Napa, Sonoma and Mendocino (which has two districts) counties. Other RCDs are interfacing with 
on a broader level. There will be quite a few in coastal California picking up the idea and running 
with it. We (the coalition) pieced together seed money to put together template materials on carbon 
farming and are hoping others will get to use it. We are working on a template for carbon farming for 
vineyards. Five years ago, we weren’t working nearly this closely with our neighbors. Now we are.

Carbon farming consists of traditional conservation practices just explained and described in a 
different way. When you address water quality and other conservation goals, conservation practices 
are so interconnected with other things (such as carbon sequestration) that it is a challenge to stay 
on-point with the message. But it is important for landowners to get recognition for doing all of these 
other things for the land. It’s an interesting challenge, developing materials and processes. When 
we’re working with landowners on a management plan, we try to link all of the ecosystem services 
together and consider what is already in place and how it can be enhanced. A carbon market would 
be one facet. I’m not convinced it will generate credits on vineyards. You can increase soil carbon, 
but I’m not sure it would be enough to sell, although it would be enough to improve soil health. On 
rangeland, we see larger opportunities since these lands might have more capacity to sequester 
carbon. We struggled for a while and called it soil health but now we’re calling it carbon farming 
because people are excited about that. Some are imagining we can use it for marketing, depending on 
who the buyers are. We’re finding that a lot of people want to do the right thing.
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CASE STUDY:  
Washington County, Oregon

Tualatin River Shade and Temperature Ecosystem Services Trading Credit Program Lacey Townsend, 
Executive Director, Tualatin Soil and Water Conservation District

Details

The 83-mile-long Tualatin River is a tributary of the Willamette River that drains a fertile farming 
region (Tualatin Valley) to the southwest and west of Portland in the northwest corner of the 
Willamette Valley. The primary function of the program is to plant trees along the river corridor to 
increase shade, thereby controlling temperature along the river corridor. The program is distinctive 
in that the district works with Clean Water Services (a regional water utility), which receives shade 
credits for shade creation. The Tualatin Soil and Water Conservation District works directly with 
private landowners in rural Washington County on a voluntary basis. Landowners can sign up for 
assistance through the Enhanced Conservation Reserve Enhancement Program (ECREP), which 
combines funding from the federal CREP program, Oregon Watershed Enhancement Board (OWEB) 
and Clean Water Services to cover all project costs. The program features 10- to 15-year easements 
and options to re-enroll.

The district provides all the technical assistance and planning 
and hires contractors. The program began in 2004. At the time, 
federal programs were not popular in the watershed due to low 
reimbursement levels and skepticism about easement granting. 
The Tualatin SWCD engaged in outreach to establish trust 
with the farmers and learn more about the amount of funding 
needed. As a result, the utility augments the federal programs to 
encourage greater participation. The SWCD also partners with 
Clean Water Services to offer the Vegetated Buffer Areas for 
Conservation Program (VEGBAC), which is funded entirely with 
local dollars. VEGBAC enrollment options include stewardship 
agreements tied to the deed and filed through the county for 15, 
20 or 30 years. Stewardship agreements are essentially modified 
conservation easements that provide long-term stability for the 
project investment. There is also a 10-year VEGBAC option with 
a small per-acre cost share component for the landowner. Clean 
Water Services provides funding to the district for materials.

Tualatin SWCD also does similar stream enhancement projects 
through the NRCS EQIP program.

Advice

“It takes a lot of effort to build the partnerships. It is an 
adjustment for some people who haven’t worked with federal 
programs, both for the landowners and the districts. There is 
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a learning curve. There is reporting on our part, a ranking system for projects, and then Clean 
Water Services reviews and determines what projects to fund. Clean Water Services provides 
us a dollar amount per acre we enroll, with 30 percent going to staff and operations. We have a 
program manager who oversees two project managers, a technician and an outreach and enrollment 
specialist. We are at capacity with over 75 projects, and 700 acres under management.

“When planning these programs we had an advisory group 
that included our district board chair, along with federal 
partners, Clean Water Services, the district and landowners. 
They worked for 2 1/2 years on (developing) the ECREP 
program. We still meet annually with a Steering Committee 
of all the partners, including the district, Clean Water 
Services, Farm Service Agency (FSA), NRCS and Oregon 
Department of Forestry, which provides technical review of 
project plans.

“The level of understanding of markets among stakeholders 
was nonexistent at the beginning of the planning process. 

Among our board members, the level of understanding was moderate and not all of them knew 
all the details. The newer Board members now have a basic understanding. We usually put new 
board members on the Contract Committee so they have to review new projects, or on the budget 
committee so they have understanding of how a project works.”

District Roles

“We basically do all of the on-the-ground work for the program except for the credit action piece. We 
are the only contact for the landowners. They come to see us to enroll in ECREP or VEGBAC. It was 
a big piece for us to be the face of the program, because of the trust issue.”

Did the Program Provide Additional Revenue to the District?

“Yes. We have an intergovernmental agreement (IGA) with Clean Water Services that provides a 
set dollar amount per-acre enrolled. We use 30 percent for staff and operations and 70 percent for 
restoration contractors who implement treatments on the ground. All of the plants used on project 
sites come from local nurseries in the basin.”

Current Status of Market

The market is ongoing.

Other Comments

“We developed outreach materials to help landowners understand how these programs work, 
and utilize those materials in targeted outreach efforts. There is also a USDA NRCS Regional 
Conservation Partnership Program project led by the Pinchot Institute that includes our county for 
forestry projects. They are looking at the carbon market.”

The program features 10- to 15-

year easements and options to re-

enroll. The district provides all the 

technical assistance and planning 

and hires contractors. There 

are no out-of-pocket expenses 

for landowners. 
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CASE STUDY:  
Big Sioux River Watershed Project, South Dakota

Moody County, South Dakota, Payment for Ecosystem Services Program 
Jack Majeres, Chair, Moody County Conservation District  

Barry Berg, District Watershed Coordinator

Details

As the Big Sioux River flows from Brookings to Sioux Falls, it 
winds through a region dotted with dozens of small livestock 
operations. Work to improve water quality on the Big Sioux 
River has been ongoing for about three decades. In 2006, 
the Moody District began working on the multi-year Central 
Big Sioux River Watershed Project in cooperation with the 
Brookings, Lake and Minnehaha Conservation Districts, the 
East Dakota Water Development District, and the city of 
Sioux Falls. In 2010, the district became the prime sponsor for 
that project to address the water quality concerns in the Big 
Sioux River basin between the Brookings/Hamlin County line 
and Brandon, South Dakota. In 2012, the Central Big Sioux 
Watershed Project joined with the Lower Big Sioux River Watershed Project, resulting in a combined 
coverage area from the Brookings/Hamlin County (South Dakota) line to the Big Sioux River’s 
confluence with the Missouri River at Sioux City, Iowa. The cities of Brookings and Brandon were 
added to the list of cooperating members of the watershed project, and it was renamed the Big Sioux 
River Watershed Project.

Also in 2012, the Moody County conservation district was awarded a USDA NRCS Conservation 
Innovation Grant to develop a WQT program for the Central Big Sioux River Watershed project area. 
The goal was to facilitate implementation of BMPs for sediment and bacteria and then develop WQT 
programs in other parts of the Big Sioux River Basin and other river basins throughout the region. 
(The Central Big Sioux River program used the Payment for Ecosystem Services (PES) approach.) 

The PES program protocols are designed to address multiple types of bacteria but can be modified to 
address other water impairments. The program allows a buyer to pay another entity to provide a new 
environmental benefit. Common uses of PES programs have included: 1) reduce nitrates in wellhead 
protection areas for drinking water supply; 2) reduce stream peak flows and/or increase the base 
flows; and 3) reduce water quality parameter loading upstream of river reaches flowing through the 
city. The primary practice used for payments was seasonal livestock exclusion from Skunk Creek, a 
tributary of the Missouri River. 

Advice

“Our best advice is to research the interests and needs, then identify which programs will meet those 
interests and needs.
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“We established a 13-member Technical Advisory Team composed of federal and state agencies, local 
units of government, and agriculture producers to review and advise on the protocols. The city of 
Sioux Falls was aware of the program before we started, but no other stakeholders were. Before the 
project began, there was little to no understanding among the Moody County Conservation District 
(MCCD) board members. Now, they are aware of the WQCT/PES programs and what they are 
designed to address.”

District Roles

“Districts need to be that local conduit between the rural and urban stakeholders/constituents that 
we are delegated to serve. In our situation, the district is the watershed project sponsor, so it was 
incumbent upon the district to pursue a CIG to develop and test protocols.”

Did the Program Provide Additional Revenue to the District?

No, the CIG funds were primarily used to reimburse RESPEC Engineering and Kieser & Associates 
(consultants) for their work in developing and testing the protocols and for public outreach.

Current Status of Market

Three landowners/livestock producers (one livestock feeding operation and two livestock grazing 
operations) in the Skunk Creek Watershed in southeast South Dakota agreed to test the protocols. 
The city of Sioux Falls was the “buyer” for the test program but is now waiting to see what the city’s 
new Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System (MS4) Program permit requirements will be. EPA 
Region 8 staff is currently reviewing the MS4 permit update. The new MS4 permit requirements will 
determine what the storm water bacteria limits will be, and if the city will need to utilize a PES type 
program, pending EPA’s approval of the test protocols.

Other Comments

“The MCCD contracted with RESPEC Engineering, Rapid City, South Dakota, and Kieser & 
Associates (K&A), Kalamazoo, Michigan. K&A has extensive experience in developing WQT 
programs, and RESPEC has extensive knowledge of the Big Sioux River Watershed and a good 
working relationship with the city of Sioux Falls. Through the combined efforts of RESPEC and 

K&A, our Big Sioux River Watershed Project coordinator, the 
three livestock producers that tested the protocols, and the 
city of Sioux Falls working with the MCCD board and staff, 
we were able to complete the project.

“We are not considering any other markets at this time, 
because there isn’t a need for one in our Big Sioux River 
Watershed Project area.”

Districts need to be that local 

conduit between the rural and 

urban stakeholders/constituents 

that we are delegated to serve. 
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CASE STUDY:  
Conservation Marketplace Midwest

Dennis Fuchs, District Administrator, Stearns County SWCD, Minnesota

Details

The Conservation Marketplace Midwest (CMM) 
evolved from projects and partners dating back 
nearly 10 years. Originally, the Sauk River Watershed 
Ecosystems Service Market was formed and co-
led in 2008 by the Sauk River Watershed District 
(SRWD), Stearns SWCD, American Farmland Trust 
and Kieser & Associates, LLC. Between 2008 and 
2010, SRWD and Stearns SWCD partnered with 
additional organizations (the Minnesota River Board, 
the Minnesota State University Water Resources 
Board, the Greater Blue Earth River Basin Alliance 
and Rural Advantage), and that effort evolved into 
the Conservation Marketplace of Minnesota. The 
partners were mainly focused on initiating WQT 
and carbon trading (through the Chicago Climate 
Exchange—CCX). However, the Minnesota Pollution 
Control Agency shifted its WQT efforts to focus on 
trading between point sources, and CCX closed its 
doors to new GHG trades. 

With the loss of WQT and GHG market potential 
and the loss of SRWD as a participating partner, 
the project renamed itself the Conservation 
Marketplace Midwest and became a nonprofit in 
2013 to help meet water quality goals in watersheds 
across southern and central Minnesota (www.
conservationmarketplacemidwest.org.) The CMM 
watershed service areas include the Sauk River 
watershed, the Lower/Middle Minnesota River 
watersheds and the Greater Blue Earth River 
watershed. The key objectives include: 1) advance 
conservation through innovative programs that value and award ecological uplift; 2) identify and 
partner with collaborators desiring a landscape that delivers more ecological value; 3) develop 
processes that are credible, have transparency and build program integrity; and 4) expand the 
knowledge base through education, research and outreach. The founding Board of Directors was 
drawn from the Minnesota River Board, the Water Resources Center, the Greater Blue Earth River 
Basin Alliance, Stearns County SWCD, Kieser & Associates, LLC, AFT and Rural Advantage.
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CMM works to connect buyers and sellers of ecosystem services, also referred to as nature’s 
benefits. CMM’s local service providers—ag and conservation professionals, crop consultants, 
cooperating SWCD staff—are trained to provide a credible and quality experience for both the 
funding organization (buyer) and the land manager or farmer (seller) who is implementing the 
environmental BMPs. The CMM network provides a cost-effective, efficient implementation process 
and administration services to connect these buyers and sellers of ecosystem services. CMM’s 
framework provides the contacts for shovel-ready implementation, necessary site-assessments, 
environmental credit valuation, record-keeping, and reporting for buyers and sellers.

CMM has been involved or is currently involved in several ecosystem service market 
efforts, including:

 Pollinator Habitat Project: With funding from the General Mills Foundation, CMM implemented 
a pilot project to increase the number of acres of high quality habitat and forage for pollinators. 
The project established 20 acres of pollinator habitat on approximately 10 two-acre sites across 
the state. What sets this project apart from other restoration efforts is the payment for ecological 
uplift, recognizing the pollinating services provided as a result of the planting. Participants are 
paid an annual credit payment of $75 for each half acre of habitat or $150/acre for the life of 
the contract.

 Drinking Water/Source Water Protection: Intensified land use and resource extraction, coupled 
with climate change, is challenging communities to provide a clean and affordable water supply. 
To address these concerns, CMM developed incentive-based tools to protect and restore drinking 
water quality. This voluntary approach rewards changes in land use management that are 
directly related to the protection of drinking water. CMM has successfully implemented nitrogen 
reduction programs for the city of Cold Spring and the city of St. Peter in Minnesota.

 Field Stewards: With assistance from a USDA-NRCS Conservation Innovation Grant, for the last 
few years CMM has been working with Environmental Initiative and GNP Company to develop 
a commodity-crop sustainable supply-chain certificate program. This market-based initiative 
connects food manufacturers who are interested in demonstrating environmental sustainability 
across their production process with farmers who operate their farms in a sustainable manner. In 
this program, farmers who reach a high level of environmental protection, certified by the Field 
Stewards program, are eligible to receive payment for the right to use those farms’ supply-chain 
certificates in the food processor’s sustainability program. 

Advice

“Our best advice is to take it slow. It is important to fully understand the opportunity before 
full implementation. Another important aspect is the need for sufficient outreach to potential 
participants and stakeholders. Many people in our area are either unaware of these types of markets 
or view WQT as “pollution trading.” There is more awareness now, but these issues still need to be 
addressed through a thorough outreach and education program. 

“Another way to gain support for ecosystem markets and trading is to establish an advisory group. 
The advisory group in our area included a broad range of interests from agriculture to lakes to 
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communities. Identification of local leaders to help promote water quality and eco-services trading is 
valuable for quicker implementation.”

District Roles

District staffs have filled multiple roles in the various efforts, including coordination and technical 
expertise in implementation of conservation practices, verification of practices and certification. 
Conservation districts are uniquely qualified to fill these various roles. Conservation District’s 
have significant expertise in applying conservation practices. In addition, many times district staff 
spend significant time coordinating between the landowner and partners. This makes coordinating 
activities associated with ecosystem services a natural fit.

Did the Program Provide Additional Revenue to the District?

Yes, both grant funding and private industry funding that was available to implement the projects 
helped pay for district staff time.

Current Status of Market

The Field Stewards program is currently active and was first deployed on a pilot scale with a 
limited number of farmers in Stearns County, Minnesota. In 2015, the program grew to include 15 
farmers and more than 1,700 certified corn and soybean acres. As part of the pilot process, GNP 
Company committed to buying $15,000 of certificates and 
was considering offsets for its Just Bare brand of chicken by 
purchasing 5,000 to 6,000 soybean acres that have reached or 
exceeded the required Water Quality Index for Agricultural 
Runoff (WQIag) 8.5 out of 10.00 threshold. However, GNP 
Company and the Just Bare brand have been sold twice since 
the start of pilot testing. Currently Pilgrims’ Pride owns the 
Just Bare brand, and discussions are under way with the 
new owner. Additionally, the Fields Stewards program is 
being leveraged with the state’s regulatory certainty program 
for producers, which is called the Minnesota Agricultural 
Water Quality Certification (MAWQC) program. MAWQC also uses the WQIag tool and has the 
same threshold, creating a ready-made pool of pre-approved certificates for Field Stewards. However, 
producer involvement in MAWQC is not a requirement of Field Stewards. CMM is also considering 
continuing its work with pollinators and investigating markets related to water storage and 
soil health.

 

District staffs have filled multiple 

roles in the various efforts, including 

coordination and technical expertise 

in implementation of conservation 

practices, verification of practices 

and certification.
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CASE STUDY:  

Lower Fox River Pilot P Trading, Wisconsin

Greg Baneck, County Conservationist, Outagamie County Land Conservation Department  
Bill Hafs, Director of Environmental Programs, NEW Water  

(Green Bay Metropolitan Sewerage District)

Details

The first modern water quality trade between a farmer and a wastewater treatment facility on the 
U.S. side of the Great Lakes Basin was signed in October 2016. The trade culminated in a multi-year 
project known as Fox P Trade.

Phosphorus is a major water quality concern in the Great Lakes, and the Fox River is a major 
source. The Lower Fox River basin is located in northeastern Wisconsin and encompasses Brown, 
Calumet, Outagamie and Winnebago counties. The lower Fox is subject to a Total Maximum Daily 
Load (TMDL), which has driven efforts to find cost-effective ways to reduce phosphorus loading. 
Nonpoint sources include runoff from barnyards, areas winter-spread with livestock manure, 
eroding agricultural lands and streambank erosion, cattle accessing the streams and other poor land 
use practices. 

District Comments

“The Great Lakes Commission brokered the trade. They hired the Fox-Wolf Watershed Alliance 
as their contractor to coordinate with the point sources. The Commission also has staff in Ann 
Arbor. The Brown and Outagamie County Land Conservation Departments (LCDs are conservation 
districts in Wisconsin) provided technical assistance and direct contact with farmers. Districts gave 
GLC the numbers, and they did the accounting. They generated and created forms and stuff for us to 
use. We completed one trade with an agricultural producer. The point source buyer was NEW Water, 
the Green Bay Metropolitan Sewerage District. NEW Water was interested in permanent credits and 
less interested in credits that were short-term.”

Advice

Do not underestimate the time involved with setting up a program or trading. 

District Comments

“We had held out hope that conservation tillage in the priority watershed would help address our 
problems, but as the cost-share went away a lot of the plows came out. Now, we’re pushing cover 
crops, but a lot of them are subsidized. My hope was once cost share went away, we could use trading 
to fund the cover crops, but it is going to take a while. You better have funding for staff. All our time 
was gratis. If a program can get up and running, it does have potential with the Silver Creek Pilot. Bill 
Hafs and NEW Water are dabbling in adaptive management, and one of my staff is funded by it. They 
are working on tying up their project with adaptive management and say they reserve the right 
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to claim the credits that are generated. At the end of the day, they need to meet their permit. They are 
considering expanding the pilot and are watching their water quality.” 

The Commission formed advisory groups. The primary group was a work group that staff from 
both conservation districts served on, along with the point sources, Appleton wastewater treatment 
and NEW Water and, periodically, the Department of Natural Resources, Jessica from Fox-Wolf 
and a representative from the Great Lakes Commission. And there was a broader group set up by 
the commission. 

The commission was interested primarily with how the P trade would benefit NEW Water, its 
WPDES permit and the cost.”

District Roles

The districts serve as aggregators, identifying opportunities for credits. They provide technical 
assistance for practice installation. They also serve as verifiers, assuring that the prescribed 
practices tied to credits are in place. In the case of this first trade, the Outagamie County LCD served 
those roles. 

The LCD staff felt most comfortable in roles that include direct contact with producers. “For 30 to 
40 years, we’ve been building relationships with our producers. My biggest concern was of others 
coming in and saying, “We’re going to work with farmers.” Give us the opportunity to work with 
them. It is just another cost-share program. The districts also participate in a multi-stakeholder 
work group set up by the GLC.” 

“Our best fit was as the aggregator identifying opportunities for credits. Brokering? We opted out 
of that. That is what Jessica does on behalf of the Great Lakes Commission. But we rolled back in 
as the verifier of the credits. Trading is just another grant program, and if they (producers) get paid 
for installing practices, you have to be there (for verification). If we had a robust trading program, 
it would be a full-time position. I definitely think that’s our role. We are that liaison between the 
point source and the producers. If we get paid to say you have to do something more, that’s what 
they have to do. You are just trying to help them through the process. We implement the agricultural 
performance standards in my county. If we need to swing a hammer, we will. But 9.9 times out of 10, 
my staff tells a farmer he has to fix this, and we’re going to work with you. It is not regulation. It is an 
opportunity for a producer to put in a practice and get paid for it.” 

Did the Program Provide Additional Revenue to the District?

“No. In fact, Outagamie County LCD did much of its work without reimbursement to help get the 
program off the ground. District staff calculated that for every $50 phosphorus credit, it would 
require a fee of $10 per credit. Credits are valued at about $50. You go much above that, and a point 
source has little incentive to think about trading.” 

Current Status of the Market

“The market is very young but it has potential—maybe. There are sellers, but not many buyers. 
With the frustration of the work involved in it, we probably won’t push it that hard. We are working 
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with Heart of the Valley Sewerage System on some of their own land that they rent out. Challenges 
include the lack of staffing structure for wide-scale trading and the complexity of trading programs. 
Trading policies in Wisconsin make it difficult to get permanent credits in the TMDL watershed. 
Only phosphorus reduced above TMDL goals is eligible for permanent credits. Wastewater 
treatment facilities may not be as interested in short-term credits on conservation practices that are 
not permanent.

“NEW Water is now involved in an Adaptive Management program (nutrient offset program) pilot 
project where the goal is to improve the water quality in a selected watershed to meet the state water 
quality standards (.1mg/L P in rivers or .075mg/L P in streams). They are exploring the feasibility 
and legality of registering the P and Total Suspended Solid (TSS) credits in an Adaptive Management 
program so that they might be able to utilize those credits in the future.”

Other Comments 

NEW Water: “There are more sellers than buyers. The trading process in Wisconsin seems quite 
complicated, but with more trading it might become easier and more routine.

“For guidance documents, the program used state manuals 
and a 100-plus-page document the Great Lakes Commission 
put together. However, buyers want a broker to line up the 
entire trade with options and are not necessarily interested 
in guidance documents. They want the broker to take care of 
all the details and get them the best deal possible. They want 
permanent practices that offer substantial credits and want 
to be able to compare which conservation practice options 
offer the best price per pound of P. They also want a verifier who will monitor and ensure that the 
conservation practices are maintained to protect their permit.

“The program faces some major hurdles because of state policies and the complications and costs of 
trading programs. But the lessons learned may benefit other GLC programs, such as the Great Lakes 
Commission’s Lake Erie P market project, which is exploring water quality trading as a nutrient 
reduction tool capable of crossing state and provincial boundaries in the Western Lake Erie Basin. 
Indiana, Michigan, Ohio and Ontario are participating in the project, along with other key partners.”

Outagamie County: “Early on, the district thought trading would be the best option. Point sources are 
regulated and could accomplish more for a lot less. The state DNR muddied the water and made it a 
top-heavy process that takes an incredible amount of complexity. We would prefer coming up with 
an acceptable delivery rate based on some practices rather than trying to calculate everything. If you 
could generalize and say, ‘Convert from conventional to no-till or strip-till and use a corresponding 
value from our charts,’ it would make it simple.  
 
“In addition, the state provided a discharge variance of $50 a pound to counties. The point sources 
pay $50 a pound above their P limit to the county for installing practices (65 percent goes to practices 
and 35 percent goes for staffing). This is pretty straight-forward, so I asked our Board to support it. 

Trading is just another grant 

program, and if producers get paid 

for installing practices, you have to 

be there for verification.
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At end of the day, we are going to get more conservation on the ground for this P variance than with 
adaptive management. Early on, the point sources had three choices: upgrade their plant, trade for 
credits, or choose adaptive management and select a segment of stream upstream from them and 
work with those upstream. Then, out of the blue, this fourth option appeared and the point sources 
rallied together for this P variance to buy time as dischargers. 

“The trading thing was a time sink. I was very disappointed in how cumbersome the process was 
made. Trade ratios and credit calculation on a per-field basis are very complicated for the producer. 
If this were to take off, it would almost certainly need dedicated staff to take it at the district level.” 
 
NEW Water: “From the perspective of the point source, several challenges still need to be 
addressed: 1) The staffing structure is not in place for wide-scale trading, and there are not enough 
brokers or conservation practice verifiers; 2) Trading policies in Wisconsin make it difficult to get 
permanent credits in our TMDL watersheds. Only the P reduced above TMDL goals is eligible for 
permanent credits. Wastewater treatment facilities may not be as interested in short-term credits 
on conservation practices that are not permanent; 3) Permit timeframes for wastewater treatment 
facilities and industry are all on different time schedules, which limits buyer potential. Buyers may 
not be interested in purchasing credits until it gets close to their Wisconsin Pollutant Discharge 
Elimination System (WPDES) permit renewal; and 4) It is unclear how municipal storm water could 
be involved in the trading process, and unclear what their permit timeframes require regarding P and 
Total Suspended Solids (TSS) credits.” 
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CASE STUDY:  

Great Miami Water Quality Trading, Ohio

Jeff Thomas, Director, Warren County SWCD 
Ryan Smith, Senior Programs Specialist, Delta Institute  

(formerly NRCS intern and District Technician in the Butler SWCD)

Details

The Great Miami River watershed is located in 
southwest Ohio and flows through all or part 
of 15 counties. It includes Dayton, Springfield, 
Sidney and Cincinnati and some of its suburbs. 
The eastern portion of the watershed is a mix 
of urban development and cultivated croplands, 
while the southern portion is dominated by 
pasture and hay lands with some cultivated crops 
and pockets of urban development and forest. In 
2003, Miami Conservancy District staff began to 
talk to local, state and federal stakeholders about 
potentially using water quality trading to meet 
proposed nutrient criteria. Although MCD was 
willing to act as the market administrator to get 
the program off the ground, both MCD and the 
participants felt that the management functions 
should eventually be transferred to the county 
conservation districts. 

In 2006, the MCD program became fully 
operational, and although nutrient criteria 
and TMDLs were still pending, five separate 
wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs) 
purchased credits in advance of regulatory requirements. The Water Conservation Subdistrict of 
the MCD administered the program and acted as a broker for the credits. Water quality credits were 
generated when farmers implement management practices to reduce the discharge of nutrients 
from farm fields. Each credit represents one pound of P or N. MCD, through the districts, offered 
an annual payment to farmers after a practice had been verified. The districts held the lump sum 
payment for the practice and used the interest generated from the lump sum payment to cover 
inspections fees. To participate in trading, public or private WWTPs needed a state-issued discharge 
permit that was modified to reflect their participation in the trading program and needed to help 
fund MCD’s administrative and analytical costs for the trading program. MCD created an incentive 
for early participation by the WWTPs by offering non-expiring discounts on credits that would be 
required for regulatory compliance in the future (33 percent to 50 percent discount in regulatory 
credit requirements depending on attainment status of the water into which the WWTP discharges). 
Trading ratios depended on the water quality attainment status at the eligible buyer’s discharge 
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point. An eligible buyer that discharged to impaired waters needed to acquire credits at a higher level 
than an eligible buyer that discharged to fully attaining waters. The EPA Region 5 Load Reduction 
Spreadsheet was used to estimate sediment and nutrient load reductions.

Advice

“Conservation district staff recommended other districts be open to the idea. Also, better education 
to districts is definitely needed regarding environmental markets. Although the program meant less 
paperwork for the farmers, there was increased paperwork for the district staff who had to calculate 
how much reduction could be achieved from a BMP (not required for CRP or EQIP). The districts 
handled the money and made it very easy for farmers with minimal paperwork.”

District Roles

“MCD uses a reverse auction. When funds are available, it announces a Request for Proposals that 
includes a deadline when bids must be submitted. District staff recruit eligible producers to submit 
bids (amount of pounds they will reduce and amount of money they are willing to take to reduce 
each pound). They also propose the specific agricultural practices that can generate credits, and all 
nonpoint source reductions have to be generated upstream of a buyer’s point discharge. A district 

representative sits on the Project Advisory Group, which 
makes recommendations for funding. Once a project is 
chosen for funding, MCD contracts with the districts for 
project implementation. The districts also verify project 
installation and conduct and document annual inspections 
for multi-year projects. Most of the agricultural BMPs 
implemented have been cover crops or grass waterways 
(planting grass in drainage ditches to absorb nutrients 
and maintain soil). When interviewed, the conservation 
districts felt that the role of reaching out to landowners and 

helping implement practices was the most appropriate one. They also felt the program could have 
been more effective if conservation district representatives had been involved from the beginning in 
helping set up the program and had been given more responsibility for the decision-making at the 
administrative level.”

Did the Program Provide Additional Revenue to the District?

“The MCD WQT program allowed districts to decide on a case-by-case basis whether they wanted 
to add compensation for their technical services to a BMP proposal, and many did not. District staff 
tended to be more concerned with helping their local farmers get accepted than to charge the full 
costs of their assistance. For example, one staff person who was interviewed made the following 
comment, “Very little (revenue was provided to the District). That was the downfall of the reverse 
auction method. We had to throw in the costs to the district with the bid and the monies that would 
go to the landowner, and knowing the procedure, we knew we had to bid low for the project to be 
competitive so that lowered (or sometimes eliminated) the cost I put in to go back to the district 
because we wanted to do everything we could for the BMP to be accepted.”

An eligible buyer that discharged to 

impaired waters needed to acquire 

credits at a higher level than an 

eligible buyer that discharged to 

fully attaining waters.
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“The districts also performed 
site visits and inspections to 
verify BMPs were functioning 
and being maintained, 
but not all of the districts 
charged for time spent 
on monitoring activities. 
There were 15 eligible 
counties in the trading 
area. However, the districts 
in Auglaize, Champaign, 
Hamilton, Hardin and Greene 
counties did not submit any 
applications (mainly due to 
low award amounts relative 
to the considerable effort to formulate bid applications). Three of the districts (Darke, Preble and 
Shelby) were more successful in getting proposals accepted and funded. Some district offices chose 
not to recruit farmers into the program, either because they were overcommitted with the primary 
duties assisting federal conservation programs or because they became frustrated with the trading 
program after limited success in the early rounds of bidding. 

For SWCDs that included costs, initial assistance costs averaged $878/project and monitoring costs 
averaged $233/project. The district cost assistance and monitoring represented approximately 3.9 
percent and 1.0 percent (respectively) of the over $1.3 million total expenditures of the MCD through 
round six (in 2011). The total transaction costs of the initial assistance plus monitoring by the 
districts was estimated at five percent of the total program costs (although results at the county level 
varied from zero percent from counties not recovering costs up to 12 percent).” 

Current Status of Market

“There is no public or private funding currently available to fund installation of practices. In 2013, 
the Trading Program stakeholders began to explore the transfer of the management functions 
from MDC to a Joint Board of 14 conservation districts. The GMR Watershed Joint Board hired 
an administrator in April 2013 to build the capacity to take over those functions. The conservation 
district in Warren County currently serves as the administrator/facilitator of the Joint Board. Tasks 
included revising the Operations Manual and securing approval for those revisions from the Ohio 
EPA. The new joint board also completed an updated MOU with the cooperating WWTPs in the 
Great Miami River watershed. In November 2013, Ohio EPA indicated that WQT would no longer be 
an option for wastewater treatment plants to achieve compliance with upcoming limits on nutrient 
discharges. This policy shift was in direct conflict with Ohio’s final Nutrient Reduction Strategy, 
which was submitted to U.S EPA on June 28, 2013. However, a subsequent addendum in 2016 re-
confirmed that when more facilities receive NPDES permits with compliance schedules for nutrient 
limits that are low enough to act as economic drivers, the use of trading as a compliance option is 
OK, as long as an approved trading plan is in place. Recently, the Joint Board partnered with the 
Electric Power Research Institute to install an agricultural water control structure in Logan County 
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to monitor the water quality results of this BMP and provide scientific evidence (as part of the Ohio 
River Basin WQT pilot program).” 

Other Comments

“Some of the lessons learned included: the importance of stakeholder collaboration in the initial 
stages of program development (this phase was time-intensive with more than 100 meetings held 
from 2003–2005); minimal bureaucracy (incorporating existing state regulatory agencies and 
districts into the administrative process); using the districts (resulting in better producer buy-in 
and lower transaction costs); forming new relationships between cities and rural landowners; and 
ability to leverage additional funds and resources for general watershed management. Recommended 
program improvements include: adoption and application of discount factors for nutrient credits; 
independent, third-party oversight/inspection of agricultural BMPs; and improved credit tracking. 
Some of the benefits (aside from environmental outcomes) included much needed funding for 
districts (when they added administrative fees to the producer bids); additional funding to further 
implement BMPs; providing water quality data to state agencies; leveraging additional dollars to 
improve the watershed; and garnering support from environmental groups.”
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CASE STUDY:  
Holmes County (Alpine WQT), Ohio

Michelle Wood, District Administrator, Holmes County SWCD 
Joe Christner, Water Quality Technician, Holmes County SWCD

Details

Holmes County is in central Ohio, about 80 miles northeast of Columbus. The Alpine Nutrient 
Trading Program is unique. First, the Alpine Cheese production facility is a minor NPDES permit 
(less than one million gallons per day (MGD) design flow). Minor permits are common for small 
towns, and the cost per gallon for a facility upgrade is very expensive compared to major permits that 
have design flows over one million MGD. Secondly, the Alpine Nutrient Trading Plan was funded 
entirely by the Alpine Cheese Company. The company wanted to expand its operation but faced 
multi-million-dollar technology upgrades to bring the additional wastewater into compliance with 
OEPA regulations. As a lower-cost option, Holmes SWCD and Ohio State University partnered with 
Alpine to develop a trading program between Alpine and 25 dairy farmers in the area. The Holmes 
County SWCD acted as the broker for the plan because it was widely trusted with the community. 
Many of the farmers were Amish and did not typically participate in federally funded conservation 
programs. The SWCD asked influential farmers to host small community meetings to explain 
the program. They then asked the farmers to fill out self-assessment forms that indicated which 
conservation practices were needed. After determining how many credits a farm could generate 
and balancing that with the practice that the farmers preferred, they offered farmers up to $30/
credit to install the practices and maintain them for five years. Ultimately, Alpine paid $800,000 over 
five years to implement farm conservation measures that included fencing cattle from the streams 
and managing manure. The OSU group acted as an impartial body to monitor the streams and 
determine changes.

Advice

Based on the success of the Alpine and Muskingum WQT programs, the following recommendations 
emerged: 1) WQT programs should focus on minor (rather than large-scale) NPDES permit holders; 
2) Community-based WQT programs at the HUC8 level or county level provide benefits over larger-
scaled programs; 3) Trading should focus on areas of most impact (headwaters and critical source 
areas); and 4) Locally based programs are more likely to have creative solutions to achieve water 
quality objectives.

District Roles

The Holmes County SWCD acted as the broker for the plan because it was widely trusted with 
the community. 

Did the Program Provide Additional Revenue to the District?

The original plan paid for an extra employee and administrative costs at the Holmes County SWCD 
and funded sampling and other research by OSU. Because Ohio EPA required extensive “voluntary 
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sampling” as part of the regulatory permit, the initial cost of the program—$800,000 over five years—
was high. Sampling costs have since gone down to $318,000 for the second five-year permit cycle. 
Assuming sales of nitrogen, no voluntary monitoring and full administrative and staff cost recovery 
at the SWCD and OSU, the price per credit is in the $20 to $25 range. From the viewpoint of the 
factory, the plan cost about half as much as a full facility upgrade and also bought time for the partial 
facility upgrade to be gradually improved to come closer to the target reduction at a lower cost. 

Current Status of Market

Alpine achieved its five-year reduction goal (5,500 lbs of P) in three years, and by year five the actual 
amount of P remediated was 7,133 lbs. The biological indicators located just downstream from the 
cheese factory outflow went from “partially impaired” to “full attainment” status by late 2010, and 
the plan NPDES permit was renewed in 2012. The partners are now executing a new agreement 
that will achieve load reductions similar to those in the past. The Alpine plan served as a model for 
the Holmes County-owned Walnut Creek wastewater treatment plant Water Quality Trading Plan, 
used as insurance in the event facility upgrades are insufficient to achieve the targeted P reductions 
required in their NPDES permit. The Walnut Creek WWTP is financed and managed through the 
county commissioners, so it made sense to save money on the WWTP upgrade and share those 
savings to finance the conservation district while returning tax savings to their citizens. 

Other Comments

The popularity of the Alpine program combined with increased budget constraints from ODNR 
and local counties (which together fund the districts in Ohio) prompted the districts within the 
Muskingum River watershed to form the 21-county Muskingum River Watershed Joint Board of 

Soil and Water Conservation Districts and to seek approval 
from the Ohio Commission on Soil and Water. They met 
for the first time in June 2010. The Muskingum River 
Watershed Quality Trading Plan was completed in 2011 to 
implement nutrient trading within the six sub-basins of the 
Muskingum Watershed. The original Alpine trading model 
was incorporated into the Muskingum plan by keeping 
districts as sub-brokers responsible for brokering between 
farmers and point sources for inter-county trades. When 
cross-county trades occur, a Technical Advisory Committee 

ranks the intra- and inter-county bids. When ranking point source bids, a point system values county 
conservation targeted priorities, prior compliance history, stream attainment level, upstream land 
uses headwaters, economic and ecological significance and public health. In 2012, the Tuscarawas 
Nutrient Trading Plan was approved by OEPA and the other five watersheds that make up the 
Muskingum Basin were approved in 2014. Holmes SWCD was entrusted by members of the joint 
board to facilitate the writing of remaining plans with funds garnered from an Ohio Soil and Water 
Conservation Commission/ODNR-DSWR toolbox grant and matching funds from member SWCDs. 

The biological indicators located 

just downstream from the cheese 

factory outflow went from “partially 

impaired” to “full attainment” status 

by late 2010.
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CASE STUDY:  
Ohio River Basin WQT Project, Ohio, Indiana  

and Kentucky

Pete Conkle, District Administrator, Columbiana County SWCD 
Lloyd Schiltz, Administrator, Mason County SWCD 

Tara Wesseler-Henry, District Support Specialist, ISDA

Details

Since 2007, the Electric Power Research Institute and its collaborators have worked toward 
delivering a framework for a fully functioning interstate water quality trading market in the Ohio 
River Basin. The relevant state agencies signed the agreed-upon trading plan in 2012, and pilot 
trades were made across state lines in three states (Indiana, Ohio and Kentucky). The ORB project 
uses a scientifically based credit equation methodology along with two models: the EPA Region 5 
spreadsheet model for estimating nutrient reductions at edge-of-field and the Watershed Analysis 
Risk Management Framework (WARMF) model for estimating nutrient attenuation from the edge-
of-field to the point of use. More information on the models is available at wqt.epri.com. While 
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30,000 lbs
of Phosphorous

That’s equivalent to keeping 2,950 50-lb bags 
of fertilizer out of the Ohio River.

The Ohio River Basin Water Quality Trading Project

Excess nutrients in the Ohio River Basin 
can lead to algal blooms that deplete 
oxygen and lead to “dead zones” is a market-based approach to achieving water quality goals by 

allowing permitted dischargers to generate or purchase pollution 
reduction credits from another source.

Water Quality Trading Bene�tsNutrients come from 
many sources, such as...

A SOLUTION

HOW IT WORKS

Farm runo� from fertilizer and manure

Urban runo� from stormwater, septic 
systems, and end-of-pipe dischargers

Air deposition from cars and other 
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The pilot trading period, from 
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Ancillary benefits, such as:
- Improved soils
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Water Quality Trading Project – Ohio River Basin 
First-of-its-kind interstate program spans Ohio, Indiana, and Kentucky to 
evaluate the use of trading by industries, utilities, farmers, and others to 
meet water quality goals while minimizing costs.

A facility such as a power plant or wastewater treatment 
plant needs to meet nutrient limits for its water quality 
permit. Water quality trading is one option.

1

4 Finally, Facility A 
can use those 

credits to meet permit 
requirements.

3 Nutrient reductions are quantified 
as credits (for example equal to 

one pound of nutrient reduction). 
Credits are then reviewed and 
approved by a regulatory agency.

To reduce nutrients in the watershed, 
Facility A pays Farmer B to do one 

of a number of things, such as reduce 
fertilizer use, plant stream side bu�ers 
with trees or keep livestock manure from 
getting into streams. Each conservation 
practice is verified.

2

30% of the nitrogen loading in 
the larger Mississippi watershed 
comes from the Ohio River. 
Source: Goolsby et al, 1999
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the project is not selling compliance credits 
at this time, the research behind the market 
framework provides the scientific basis 
to support transactions occurring within 
hydrologic unit code 4 (HUC 4) watersheds 
(sub-regions averaging 16,800 square miles). 

The ORB project requires farmers to follow 
USDA NRCS conservation practice standards 
that cover practice specifications, installation 
and maintenance. To verify that practices 
are in place and maintained, the SWCD staff 
complete a practice “installation” form after 

on-site inspection; the state agriculture agency completes a “verification” form based on on-site 
inspection; and the state permitting authority completes a “certification” form based on a desk 
review of all records. All projects are monitored annually. Management practices (like cover crops) 
are under a five-year contract, renewed annually, and structural practices are under a 10-year 
contract. As an additional hedge against performance risk, the project holds 10 percent of credits in 
a reserve pool and voluntarily retires an additional 10 percent of the credits to benefit the ecosystem. 
The project recently expanded to include many more counties in the three states and is now focused 
on incorporating forestry projects into the trading framework. 

Advice

If districts have an opportunity to participate in environmental markets, they should invest staff time 
to determine if it is appropriate by considering the following:

 What is the benefit for the farmers that may be involved?

 What is the benefit for the district?

 Learn as much about the whole program/process as possible.

 Do you have trust in the market opportunity and administrators (partners)?

 Do you have the manpower to administer the required program components?

 Do you have farmers that are interested in participating, and what are the potential projects that 
could be implemented?

 Are you willing to take the farmer through the whole process from beginning to end since they are 
putting their trust in you?

District Roles

In the ORB market, the districts recruit the farmers, help them decide what practices to implement 
and sign contracts with them. The funding from EPRI goes through the state agencies to the districts 
to disperse to the farmers. When questioned about potential roles, the participating districts felt 
their best role was to be the first point of contact for the program and act as the technical resource 
for project implementation. They gave several reasons:
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 The districts have been working with farmers for many years and know who to bring to the table 
and are experienced in working one-on-one with the farmers.

 District staff understands the resource concerns and farmer needs in the local area.

 Likewise, many farmers view the district staff as a trusted partner working on their behalf and 
trying to help them.

 They are experienced in providing technical services to farmers for implementation of projects.

 They have experience contracting with farmers to implement practices through other cost-
share programs. 

They felt it would likely be harder for the districts to fill other roles such as being a program 
administrator or aggregator because of:

 Staffing and manpower concerns, especially in a 
smaller office. Larger districts may be able to handle an 
expanded role, but many smaller districts do not have the 
manpower to handle any type of expanded role.

 Lack of enough revenue coming in to cover the costs of an 
expanded role. An economic analysis of the revenue that 
could come into the district would be helpful.

 Although districts could potentially share resources, 
there is not a lot of experience doing that, so they would have to investigate the logistics of 
sharing resources.

 Whether the program would be operational for an extended time frame. The districts would not 
want to increase manpower and then have the program go away after just two or three years.

Did the Program Provide Additional Revenue to the District?

The compensation was equal to 10 percent of the total funds distributed to the farmers to implement 
projects. For example, if farmers were paid $50,000 in a district to implement projects, the district 
received an additional $5,000 dollars as compensation for its role in helping farmers implement 
the project.

Current Status of Market

The ORB WQT program is still active. As of June 2015, the project had funded conservation 
practices on 32 farms, preventing the run-off of 98,314 pounds of total nitrogen and 28,699 pounds of 
total phosphorus into the Ohio River. The project estimated that the 14 districts directly contacted 
about 560 farmers (40/county) and distributed Requests for Proposals to many more. Credits were 
generated by both structural practices (e.g. heavy use protection areas, milk house waste treatment) 
and seasonal practices (e.g. cover crops, conversion to hay and agricultural drainage water). The 
seasonal practices covered 516.2 acres. The project sold 9,000 credits to power plants at $10/credit 
with roughly 100,000 credits remaining to be sold. 

The project recently expanded to 

include many more counties in the 

three states and is now focused on 

incorporating forestry projects into 

the trading framework.
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Between 2016-2019, the project team will finalize the market framework and secure the approval 
of the state governors, expand the number of counties and watersheds eligible for trading (through 
calibration of the WARMF model) to scale up implementation and complete two more cycles of pilot 
trades to incorporate forestry practices. This will include approximately 10 additional projects per 
state (30 projects total for approximately 120,000 pounds of total N and 40,000 pounds of total P). 
The team will also seek to increase buyer demand. 

Other Comments

District staff also felt it would be helpful for a market program to include:

 An economic analysis that shows more clearly whether market transactions will cover the cost of 
administering the program. And, more importantly for the district, will the revenue coming into 
the district cover its costs for whatever role it fills in the program?

 A commitment from an environmental market program that funding would be available for three 
to five years.

 Examples for districts on the mechanics of sharing resources (technical and administrative).
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CASE STUDY:  
Lycoming County, Pennsylvania

Lycoming County Nutrient Credit Trading Program, Pennsylvania (Chesapeake Bay watershed) 
 Mark Davidson, District Manager, Lycoming County Conservation District 

Megan Lehman, (formerly) Lycoming County Planning Department

Details

The Lycoming County Conservation District, in 
partnership with the County Planning Department, 
operates a nutrient credit trading program. Lycoming 
County is located about 130 miles northwest of 
Philadelphia and 165 miles east-northeast of 
Pittsburgh. It is the largest county in Pennsylvania 
in area. It is in the Chesapeake Bay watershed. The 
average farm is 134 acres, with slightly less than half 
of the farmland cultivated. Farms are mostly livestock 
operations along with corn and soybean production.

“The conservation district works with local farmers 
who are willing to participate in a trading program 
and install BMPs on their operations to reduce runoff of nitrogen and phosphorus. The district staff 
assesses the operation and develops a proposal using Pennsylvania Department of Environmental 
Protection (DEP) protocols to generate DEP-certified nutrient credits. Once these credits are 
certified, the district and planning staff work together to market and sell them to buyers. All sales 
are authorized under the state’s nutrient trading program. The county program was originally 
created to assist local wastewater treatment plants within the county as they used credits as part of 
their regulatory compliance strategy. Now that all local plants have been upgraded to meet the new 
effluent limits on-site, the county markets all its credits externally. There are still treatment plants 
in the market for them, but not local plants. Originally, trading was meant to be local efforts for local 
benefits. We started with seven plants, and now we have six. Where we’ve been able to sell to buyers, 
we’ve done that with neighboring counties, and the rest of the credits have been marketed through 
the Pennsylvania Infrastructure Investment Authority (PennVEST). 

“Farmers receive 75 percent of the total revenue from the program, and the county retains 25 percent 
to cover staff time and other costs. All sales are based on market-rate prices and all credit revenues 
are pooled together each year, so that participating farmers all receive a prorated share of the annual 
sales. The program began in 2008, and trading began in 2010. The value of credits has fluctuated 
over time, but is typically $3 per pound N. In 2016, it dropped quite a bit because there was a glut of 
credits. In 2014–15, there was also a dip. There were only a few phosphorus sales, and it is a lot of 
work to do the certification.  
 
“The program has been criticized about the value of its credits. A lot of our credits were generated by 
existing practices. In the Chesapeake Bay Program, everything is centered around the Bay model. 
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Some of the controversy revolves around the baseline since we had to draw a point in time and say 
anything installed after this point will be considered. If we were applying in 2012 for a farm that did 
practices in 2009, we could do that. Our baseline was essentially defined as regulatory compliance. 
For us, compliance was having a conservation plan in place. In our part of the state, we don’t have the 
agricultural intensity that is present in some other areas.” 

Advice

“I would recommend that any district interested in the trading markets pursue it, not as a 
revenue generator but more as a ‘partnership’ to provide local benefits to multiple stakeholders. 
Our participation was never based on a profit motive, and that’s probably a wise choice. The 
trading income to the farmers can be a supplemental source of revenue to help demonstrate that 
‘conservation pays.’ Trading can be one more reason some farmers may choose to implement 
conservation practices. While the trading revenues will never totally cover the cost of a BMP or 

likely even come close, it does represent an additional 
‘reward’ for conservation work that can add up to a 
decent amount over years of participation. Some of 
our farmers use their annual income from the trading 
program as seed money to help fund additional 
conservation work on the farm. 

“Lycoming County created a point source work 
group for wastewater treatment plant operators and 
a non-point-source work group for representation 
from the county’s agriculture sector, MS4 permittees 
and conservation organizations. We also created an 
overarching Chesapeake Bay Advisory Committee 
with broad representation from all major county 
stakeholders, including elected officials. The county 

staff in both the district and planning department were knowledgeable and, in fact, served on 
multiple state advisory committees during the process of establishing the state’s trading program, 
updating it over time, and creating an auction platform as a nutrient credit clearinghouse. Although 
the level of understanding varied among stakeholders, over time we established a good working level 
of knowledge among the various work group members. The farmers participating in the program 
generally don’t get into the details of the program, but some are more aware. The wastewater 
treatment plant management staff and engineers on the point source work group generally have 
the highest level of understanding of these markets among the external partners. Our board does 
not have a high level of understanding of the trading program that we are involved with, but staff 
attempts to show the board that participation with the trading program is simply an opportunity to 
promote agricultural conservation, which is an outcome we strive for every day.” 

District Roles

“Primarily, we’re a county department, so we have to be cognizant of the fact we’re supporting 
our county board of commissioners as well as the board of directors for the district. We have 
a nominating organization based on stakeholders, and directors are selected based on those 
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nominations. We were well-positioned within the Chesapeake Bay Program related to good 
conservation work, so it is work we should have been doing anyway. Our county is not extremely 
agriculturally intensive, so our guys can spend some time with credits and reporting and such. It 
fulfills some of their daily duties/expectations. It helps fulfill the county mission as well. The most 
important role for us is to represent our local agricultural community in this effort. In addition to 
outreach, our role has consisted of credit certification and verification. We are the only organization 
in Lycoming County with the technical capacity to do the 
credit certification and verification. 

“At the beginning of the program, the county used a 
consultant team for approximately two years to help get the 
program up and running, which included a much broader 
initiative than just the trading program. This level of 
consultant input would likely not be necessary now, but at 
the time we were the first ones to do it. 

“In our program, it just makes sense for us to certify and 
verify the agricultural credits and also to serve as the 
‘liaison’ with our local agricultural community. Again, it’s 
what we do every day. The district has existing relationships and was able to build off of those 
to gain participation in the trading program. It started with the ‘best of the best’ farms in terms 
of conservation: the ones we have worked with for years. It has now expanded to approximately 
25 operations. Certification is good for five years or until there are new regulations. Verifications 
are completed on a yearly basis. Operations that generate the credits for the most part are animal 
operations. 

In Pennsylvania, districts have an increasing role in agricultural regulation so our board was OK 
with us serving as the certifier/verifier of credits. Our Department of Environmental Protection is 
holding some purse strings. We are just confirming that what we said would be done is done. We have 
the ability to certify credits when completed. Most of our credits are really not risky in the overall 
scheme of things. Regulating and authoritative issues don’t come into play at all for our technical 
people. DEP is tasked with inspecting 10 percent of all the farms in the watershed. Districts are 
expected to do 50 per fulltime position in the county. 

Did the Program Provide Additional Revenue to the District?

“So far, the program has not provided adequate revenue to offset expenses. If success were measured 
in profit for the district, then we’ve failed so far. However, we are able to use existing staff so the 
program has not added any significant cost to our budget, only burden to our staff time. The county’s 
share of the program income, 25 percent, is not returned to the district, but kept by the county. 
Some of the money was spent on Chesapeake Bay-related projects. Most has been held as a sort 
of ‘insurance policy’ against any potential failures of the credit-generating practices, or breach of 
contract. That way, if we sell credits and they are not available at the end of the year for any reason, 
we can purchase replacement credits to fulfill our sales contracts.”

The trading income to the farmers 

can be a supplemental source 

of revenue to help demonstrate 

that ‘conservation pays.’ Trading 

can be one more reason some 

farmers may choose to implement 

conservation practices.
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Current Status of Market

“Lycoming County’s Nutrient Trading Program has been operational since 2010 and has brought 
$334,822 in credit sales to the county. At the beginning of 2016, the state changed the way credits 
are calculated, so most of our farmers are now receiving one-third of the credits they used to 
receive for the same practices. We are aggressively marketing our credits and have seen prices go 
up somewhat (although not enough to make up for the cut in supply). We are also reaching out to 
work with farmers from neighboring counties where their home districts are not participating in 
nutrient trading.” 

Other Comments

“The state changed the way credits are calculated to make the program defensible. The program 
always had to be defensible. The first few years, the state defined baseline as following our state laws. 
When the scientists looked at that, they said the ratios should change to address the TMDL. 

The intent of one-third calculation was to be an interim measure. We said all along we were revising 
the program. The state’s response to EPA and Chesapeake Bay and Bay issues can change by 
the week. 

We are not considering other markets such as carbon trading at this time. We are always interested 
in interstate trading of our nutrient credits, and also in expanding the trading program to include 
sediment credits. We are most interested in, and strongly advocate for, the state of Pennsylvania 
to expand the trading program to include MS4 permittees. The MS4 permittees will be required 
to achieve quantifiable pollution reductions in the next permit cycle (beginning 2018). The most 
cost-effective way for many to achieve this will be through credit trading. Bringing new buyers 
into the program will also stimulate the supply-side to increase supply, meaning that there may be 
more investment over time in agricultural BMPs and technology. Storm water doesn’t have high 
concentration of pollutants. If you are looking at storm water practices for all the stacking they 
generate, it’s a different story. Lycoming County has a concerted effort to assist MS4 folks, including 
a position, which is why they’re focused on that.”  
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